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Abstract 
In this paper the author presents an a posteriori error estimator for approximations of the solution to an advection- 
diffusion equation with a non-constant, vector-valued diffusion coefficient e in a conforming finite element space. Based on 
the complementary variational principle, we show that the error of an approximate solution in an associated energy norm 
is bounded by the sum of the weighted L2-norms of solutions to a set of independent complementary variational problems, 
each defined on only one element of the partition. This error bound guarantees the over-estimation f the true error and 
does not depend unfavourably on e as II~llo~ goes to zero. Although the original equation is a non-self-adjoint problem, 
the strong form of each local variational problem is always a Poisson equation with Neumann boundary conditions. The 
approximation of these local problems is then discussed and it is shown that, omitting a higher order term, the finite 
element solutions of these local complementary variational problems provide a computable upper error bound for the 
original finite element approximation i  the energy norm. Numerical results, presented to validate the theoretical results, 
show that the computed error bounds are tight for a wide range of values of e and always over-estimate he true errors. 
Keywords: Finite element methods; A posteriori error estimates; Advection-diffusion equations; Singular perturbation 
AMS classification: 65N30, 65N50 
I. Introduction 
Solutions of singularly perturbed advection-diffusion equations display sharp boundary or inte- 
rior layers when the L°~-norm I1 11  of the singular perturbation parameter (diffusion coefficient) 
e:=(el,e2) is much smaller than 1. Because of this difficulty, a singularly perturbed problem is 
often solved by a discretisation method in conjunction with an adaptive mesh refinement technique. 
The latter requires a reliable and efficient a posteriori error estimator. During the past decade two 
major types of a posteriori estimators have been developed: the element residual type of error es- 
timates proposed in [4] and the postprocessing type proposed in [14]. Based on a complementary 
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variational principle Kelly [7] proposed an error estimator of element residual type for the Galerkin 
finite element solution to a Laplace equation and showed that the real error in the energy norm 
is bounded by the sum of the energy norms of solutions to a set of local Neumann and Dirichlet 
problems, each defined on one element of the partitioning. In [2], Ainsworth and Oden present an 
error estimator for a self-adjoint problem based on a variational principle. Their work provides a 
theoretical analysis for the method in [7]. Other similar methods include [5]. There are some other 
methods for non-self-adjoint equations uch as those of [6, 3]. 
Although there are many a posteriori error estimators for finite element approximations of con- 
ventional partial differential equations, very limited work has been done for the numerical solutions 
of singularly perturbed problems, especially in two and three dimensions. In [ 11 ], the authors extend 
the method in [2] to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. They showed that the error in a 
norm is bounded by the sum of the norms of the solutions to a set of singularly perturbed Pois- 
son equations, each defined on an element of a mesh. Since the local problems are also singularly 
perturbed, the resulting estimated error bound (in an energy norm) may be large unless the local 
problems are solved on unpractically fine meshes. Some numerical results for a moderate value of 
e can be found in [1]. 
In this paper we present an a posteriori error estimator for an important non-self-adjoint problem, 
i.e., a singularly perturbed advection-diffusion problem in 2 dimensions. Based on a complemen- 
tary variational principle, we show that the error in an energy norm is bounded by the sum of 
the weighted LZ-norms of solutions to a set of independent variational problems, each defined on 
only one element of a given partition. Although the original problem is an advection-diffusion equa- 
tion, each local problem is a Poisson equation with Neumaun boundary conditions. Furthermore, 
the local problems do not depend explicitly on e. Another notable feature of this method is that 
it uses only the interpolant in a conforming finite element space of a numerical solution obtained 
on a given mesh. So, using this method it is possible to construct a black box which takes a set 
of nodal approximations (obtained from an numerical method) and a set of mesh topology as its 
inputs and produces, as its output, an upper error bound for the interpolant of the nodal approxi- 
mations in a conforming finite element space. As by-products, this paper provides a mathematical 
analysis for the heuristic results in [7] and an altemative analysis for the method discussed in [2], 
since the problems considered in both papers are special cases here. This paper is organised as 
follows. 
The problem is stated in the next section. Based on a complementary variational principle, we 
show in Section 3 that the error of any approximation to the advection~fiffusion equation in a 
conforming finite element space is bounded by a weighted L2-norm of a solution to an associated 
complementary variational problem. In Section 4 we demonstrate hat this complementary variational 
problem defined globally in the solution domain can be decomposed into a set of independent 
sub-problems, each defined on only one element of the partitioning. In Section 5 we discuss the 
approximation of these local problems in a finite element space larger than the original one. This 
provides an approximate bound which differs from the theoretical one by a higher order term than 
the error in the original finite element solution. In Section 6 we present some numerical results 
for the case that e = (e,e) to validate the theoretical results. The numerical results show that the 
computed error bounds are tight for a wide range of values of e and always over-estimate he true 
errors. 
Although the method is described in 2 dimensions, it can be trivially extended to 3 dimensions. 
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2. The problem 
Let us consider advection-diffusion problems of the form 
Lu:=-~7. (e~7u-bu)+du: f  in f2 (2.1) 
u = Up on FD (2.2) 
G(u) : :n .  (e~Tu- bu)=9 on FN, (2.3) 
where e=(e l ,e2)  and eq:=(elql,elq2) for any vector-valued function q=(ql,q2). In the above 
~'~ C ~2 is a bounded open set, FDAFN = O, -FDU-FN : F := ~3f2, and n denotes the unit vector normal 
to ~312 in the outward direction. The boundary F is assumed to be piecewise smooth, without cusps. 
In what follows L2(S) denotes the space of square-integrable functions on S, and Hm(s) denotes 
the usual Sobolev space of L 2 functions with square integrable partial derivatives of up to order 
m, for any bounded open set S E •2. If S is a curve the measure is arclength. The space (L2(S)) 2 
is denoted by L2(S). We use II'll0,s to denote the norms on both L2(S) and L2(S), and use II'llm, s 
and I Ik, s (0 ~< k ~< m) to denote respectively the norm and the kth-order seminorm on Hm(S). Let 
(v, W)s denote the integral fs vwdf2 for any scalar or vector-valued functions v and w, so that (-, ")s 
is also the inner product on either L2(S) or L2(S). When S = f2 we omit the subscript S. For any 
k >~ 0, we use Ck(f2) (or Ck(O)) to denote the set of functions ~b such that ~b and all its derivatives 
up to and including ~b (k) are continuous on f2 (or on 9).  We put H I (O)= {v C HI(O): vlr ~ = 0}. 
Other notation will be introduced when necessary. 
Without loss of generality we assume that up = 0. The non-homogeneous case can be transformed 
into the homogeneous one by subtracting Luo from both sides of (2.1), where u0 is a known function 
satisfying the boundary condition (2.2). For the coefficient functions e,b,d and the given data f ,g  
we assume that e E C~(~)  x C~(~) ,  ~7. b,d , f  EL2(O) and 9 EL2(O~'2N), and that 
el, e 1 >j O" > 0 in f2, (2.4) 
n.b  <<. O on FN (2.5) 
~7.b+2d>~0 in f2, (2.6) 
for some positive constants a. For simplicity we assume that F is polygonal. We also assume that 
FD has a positive measure (arclength). Obviously when el,e2<<l, the above problem is singularly 
perturbed. For all the theoretical results in the rest of the paper we do not assume that the diffusion 
coefficient e is a vector-valued constant. This, of course, contains the case that el = e2 = e for a 
constant e as a special one. 
As usual, the weak formulation corresponding to (2.1)-(2.3) is: 
Problem 2.1. Find u E H I (~)  such that for all v E H~(Q) 
A(u, v) = ( f ,  v) + (9, V)ru, 
where A(.,.) is a bilinear form defined by 
A(v,w) : (e~Tv - by, ~7w) + (dr, w) Vv, w EH~((2). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Under the conditions (2.4)-(2.6) it can be shown that [[.[[E := (A(., .))1/2 is a norm on HD~(12) and 
thus Problem 2.1 is uniquely solvable. However, in most of our discussion below we shall use a 
different functional 11.[[ defined by 
ilvl[ 2 := (evv - 2bv, Vv) + 2(dv, v) Vv c Hi(f2). (2.9) 
The following theorem shows that IIII is a norm on Hi(f2) and equivalent to the natural energy 
norm II I1~. The proof that I1"11~ is a norm on Hi(f2) is analogous to that for I1"11. 
Lemma 2.1. The functional I1"11 is a norm on Hlo(f2) satisfying 
'-Ilvll 2 < Ilvll~ < Ilvll 2 VvEH1D(a) • (2.10) 2 
Proof. To prove that [I'll is a norm we need only to show that for any V, w6H1D(I]) 
1. I1,:~11~ = I,:III~IIE for any 2 C •, 
2. Ilvll~ t> o and IIvll~=O implies v=O, 
3. I1~ + wile < Ilvll~ + Ilwll~. 
From the definition (2.9) it is easy to show that 1 holds. Thus we consider 2. Integrating by parts 
we have 
(by, Vv)= ((b.)nv, v)rN - (V .  by, v) - (by, Vv), 
and so 
(by, Vv)= ½[(b. nv, v)r~ - (V .  by, v)]. (2.11) 
Substituting this into (2.9) we obtain 
Ilvll 2 =(~Vv, ~Tv) + ( (v .  b + 2d)v,v) - (b . nv, v)rN. (2.12) 
Thus, from (2.4)-(2.6) we see that Ilv[[ 2 i> o. Furthermore, v = 0 if [[vii = 0, because (eVv, Vv) 1/2 is 
by itself a norm on HDI(~2). 
The proof of the triangle inequality 3 is rather standard and thus omitted here. 
We now show (2.10). From (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) we have that for any v6Hl (~) ,  
ilvll = = A(v,v) - (by, ~Tv) + (dr, v) 
= a(v, v) + ((½ ~7. b + d)v,v) - ½(b. nv, v)rN. 
Thus the right-side inequality in (2.10) follows from this, (2.5) and (2.6). 
Similarly we have 
A(v,v) = (eVv - by, Vv) + (dv, v) 
= l[(eVv - 2by, Vv) + 2(dr, v)] + ½(eVv, Vv) 
= ½11vH 2 + ½(~Vv, Vv) 
>i ½11vii 2. [] 
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We now consider finite element solutions to Problem 2.1. Let S ff c Hi(f2)M C°(N) be a piecewise 
infinitely smooth finite element space of approximation order p. The Galerkin problem corresponding 
to Problem 2.1 is: 
Problem 2.2. Find Uh E S~ such that for all v C S ff 
A(Uh, Vh) = ( f  , Vh) + (g, Vh)rN. 
Obviously Problem 2.2 also has a unique solution. 
Let e = u - Uh where u is the solution to Problem 2.1 and Uh E S~ is any approximation to u. 
One special choice is Uh = Uh, where Uh is the solution to Problem 2.2. Another interesting choice is 
that Uh is the Sff-interpolant of a solution from a numerical method other than Problem 2.2 (e.g. a 
finite difference method with a comparable approximation order as that of Problem 2.2). Subtracting 
A(Uh, v) from both sides of (2.7) we have the following problem for e. 
Problem 2.3. Find e E H~(I2) such that for all v E Hi(O) 
A(e ,v )=( f  ,v) + (g, V)rN - A(Uh, v). (2.13) 
Theoretically the solution to this problem gives the exact error. However, in practice, solving 
(2.13) is equivalent to solving (2.7). 
3. The upper bound for I lell 
In the previous section we showed that the error e satisfies (2.13) which is equivalent to (2.7). 
In this section we show that Ilel[ can be bounded by a weighted L2-norm of a solution to the corre- 
sponding complementary variational problem. This method is based on the complementary variational 
principle (cf., e.g., [10]). 
For any vector valued function q = (ql,q2) we let e- lq  := (e l lq l ,  e21q2). Introducing a new vari- 
able p=eVe we define the following primal mixed variational problem corresponding to 
Problem 2.3: 
Problem 3.1. Find [p, e] C L2(f2) x Hi(f2) such that for all [q, v] E L2(f2) x Hi(t2) 
(•-lp, q) _ (gTe, q) = 0, 
(p - be, ~7v) + (de, v )=R( f ,# ,  Uh, v), 
where 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
R( f  ,g, Uh, v):= ( f ,  v) + (g,v)r~ -A(Uh,  v). (3.3) 
It is easy to see that Problem 2.3 is equivalent to Problem 3.1 in the sense that if e is a solution 
to Problem 2.3, then [eVe, e] is a solution to Problem 3.1. Conversely, if [p,e] is a solution to 
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Problem 3.1, then e is a solution to Problem 2.3 and p = eVe. We now define a quadratic functional 
(q on L2(g2) x HDI(~) by 
~(q,v )=(q  - by, Vv)  + ½(dr, v) - ½(e-lq, q) - R( f ,g, Uh, V). (3.4) 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let [p, e] be a solution to Problem 3.1. Then for  all q E L2(O) we have 
(eVe, V'e) + (de, e) <. - 2ff(q,e). (3.5) 
Proof. Any [q, v] E L2(O) x H~(O) can be expressed as [q, v] = [p + 6,e + 6] with (6, 3) E L2(O) x 
HI(O). Thus, from (3.4) we have, by direct computation, 
~(p  + 6, e + 3) = [(p -- be, Ve)  -4- ½(de, e) - ½(e -1 p, p )  - R ( f ,  g, Uh, e)] + 11 + 12 
÷(6  -- ba, ~7b) - (ha, We) + ½(da, a) - ½(E-'6,6) 
= q J (p ,e )+I i  +12 
+(6 - ha, V'6) - (ha, We) + ½(da, a) - ½(e-'& 6), (3.6) 
where 
11 = (V'e,6) -- (e- lp,  6), 
12 = (p  - he, gza) + (de, a) - R( f ,9, Uh, a). 
Since [p,e] is a solution to Problem 3.1 and [a,a] E L2(O) × Hh(o) we have from (3.1) and (3.2) 
that/1 = I2 = 0. Thus (3.6) reduces to 
~(p  + 6,e + a) = ~(p ,e )  + (6 - ha, gza) - (ha, We) + ½(da, a) - 1 -1 6,6). 
Setting 6 = 0 in the above equality and using (2.4) we obtain 
~(q,  e )  = f#(p ,  e )  - 1 -1 ~(e 6,6) ~< ~(p,e),  (3.7) 
since p + 6 = q. Now, from (3.4) we have 
N(p ,e )  = (p  - he, Ve)  + ½(de, e) - ½(e-lp, p)  - R( f ,g, Uh,e) 
= --½[(e-lp, p)  + (de, e)] 
= -½[(eVe,  Ve)  + (de, e)], 
because p = ewe. In the above we used (3.2) since e E HDI(O). Finally, combining this equality with 
(3.7) we obtain (3.5). [] 
Before stating the main theorems of this section we first define the following (complementary) 
variational problem. 
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Problem 3.2. Find q E L2((2) such that for all v E H~(f2) 
(q, ~Tv)=R( f  ,g, Uh, v), (3.8) 
where R is defined in (3.3). 
The error bound for [[e[[ is established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let e be the solution to Problem 2.3 and q be a solution to Problem 3.2. Then we 
have 
[[e[[ ~< (e-lq, q) 1/2 (3.9) 
Proof. Combining (3.5) and (3.4) we get 
(eWe, ~7e) + (de, e) <<, (e-lq, q) - (de, e) + 2(be, ~Te) - 2[(q, ~7e) - R ( f ,  g, Uh, e)], 
because q E L2(f2). From this, (2.5), (2.6) and (2.9) we have 
]]ei[ 2 ~< (e-lq, q) - 2[(q, ~7e) - R( f ,9 ,  Uh,e)]. (3.10) 
Since e E H~((2) and q satisfies (3.8), the last term in the above vanishes. So, taking square root on 
both side of  the above we obtain (3.9). [] 
Theorem 3.1 shows that the weighted L2-norm of  any solution to Problem 3.2 (the complementary 
variational problem) over-estimates Ile[I. From the right-hand side of (3.9) we see that the error bound 
depends on E 1/2. Thus, a difficulty becomes apparent when either cl or E2<<l, i.e. the error bound 
will become unpractically large when c~<<l or E2<<l. An improved error bound for the case that 
one or both of  ~1 and e2 is small is established in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let e be the solution to Problem 2.3 and q a solution to Problem 3.2. Then, for 
each E, when h is sufficiently small, there exists a positive constant M such that 
Ile[[ ~< [(eq, q) +MII (X - e)qll0] 1/2 (3.11) 
with I -- (1, 1 ). 
Proof.  Note that q in (3.10) can be an arbitrary element in L2(f2). On the substitution of q in (3.10) 
by eq we have that for all q E L2(g2), 
[[e[[ 2 ~< (eq, q) - 2[(eq, ~7e) - R( f ,9  , Uh,e)]. (3.12) 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 
[[e[[ 2 ~< (eq, q) - 2[(q, ~7e) - R( f ,9 ,  Uh, e)] + 2((1 - e)q, ~7e) 
~< (eq, q) + 2[[(I - e)q[10[[ ~Tel]0 - 2[(q, ~7e) - R( f ,9 ,  Uh,e)] 
= (eq, q) + 21[(I - e)qi[0[[ V'eH0, 
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if q is a solution to Problem 3.2. Since for any given E, [[ ~7e[[0 ~ 0 as h ~ 0 +. Thus, when h is suf- 
ficiently small, we have 211 Veil0 ~< M for a constant M. Combining this with the above inequality we 
obtain (3.11 ). 
We comment hat in general, the constant M depends on h in a favorable way and on ¢ in an 
unfavorable way. The dependence of M on h and 6 depends on the discretisation method used 
for obtaining Uh. In the case that the discretisation method converges uniformly in c, or that h is 
dependent of ¢, M can be made to be independent of both h and ¢. The upper bound in (3.11) 
is not sharp unless E =1. This is because of the application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. So, 
in practice, M in (3.11) may be used as a parameter to control the tightness of the error bound. 
As will be seen later, for a wide range of values of e, the choice of M = 1 gives tight computed 
error bounds for the discretisation scheme proposed in [8]. 
From (3.12) we can see that if choose q such that 
(Eq, V'v)=R(f,g,  Uh, V) VvCHI(f2), (3.13) 
then we have 
[[ell 2 (Eq, q). (3.14) 
From their right sides we may think that (3.14) should give tighter bounds than (3.9). However, this 
is not the case, because now (3.13) is singularly perturbed, while (3.8) is not. In fact it is easy to 
see that (3.13)-(3.14) is equivalent to (3.8)-(3.9). The estimate (3.14) along with (3.13) is similar 
to the result in [11]. This, in practice, may result in wide error bounds in the energy norm I1"[[ when 
I1 11o <<1. 
Finally we comment hat both Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold if the space H~(O) in Problem 3.2 is 
replaced by Hi(O). It is because Hi(g2)C Hi(O).  This will turn to be advantageous, as will be seen 
later. 
4. Localisation of the complementary variational problem 
In the previous section we showed that Ile[[ is bounded by the weighted L2-norm of any solution 
to Problem 3.2. In this section we demonstrate hat solutions to a set of localised problems form a 
solution to Problem 3.2. We first introduce some notation. 
Let I2i and F/ ( i=  1,2, . . . ,N)  denote respectively the elements and their boundaries on which 
S p is constructed, and Ej ( j=  1,2 .... ,M) the edges of the mesh. We use I to denote the set of 
all internal edges of the mesh, and On and ON the sets of edges that make up the boundaries Fn 
and FN, respectively. To each internal edge Ej E I we arbitrarily associate a unit normal n, whereas 
when referring to boundary edges Ej E (9o tA ON or to the closed contours F or F/ ( i=  1,2,... ,N), 
we consistently use n to be the outward normal. (The direction of the normal to an internal edge 
can therefore change when the edge is considered not in isolation but as a component of a closed 
contour F/, but this causes no difficulty.) 
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Integrating A(Uh, v) by parts we have from (3.8) 
N 
(q, Wv) = ( f ,  v) + (g, V)rN - ~ [(G(Uh), v)~ + (LUh, v)~,] 
i=1 
N N 
= ~ (r, v)a~ + (g, v)rN - ~ (G(Uh), v)r,, (4.1) 
i=l i=1 
where r := f -  LUh and G is the trace operator defined in (2.3). We define the jump in the normal 
derivative of Uh on edges by 
(OUh~ { a_~u[ -- ~ if EjEI ,  = an IEj-0 an Ej+0 
~ \ On JeJ , L~n -- g if Ej E ON. 
Thus, summing the last term over edges we have from (4. l) 
(q, if'v)= ~_, ( r ,v )o , -  ~ \3 ,v . (4.2) 
i=1 j= l  Ej 
We comment hat the jump on FD can be defined arbitrarily because v[rv =0. Now, for each 
i = 1,2,... ,  N, we define a function d~ on F,- such that for any neighbouring element Ok of Oi 
__(~(OUh~ ={d/+Jk  if F~MFkEI, (4.3) 
\ ~3n/r~nr~ J~ if F/A FN E ON. 
In fact, J,. and Jk form a splitting of - -5 (~)  on the edge F~ M Fk. Using J~-, the last term in (4.2) 
can be rewritten as 
j= l  Ey i=1 
Substituting this into (4.2) we have 
N 
(q, ~Tv) = ~ [(r, via, + (Ji, v)~l 
i=l 
or  
N 
[(q, ff'v)~, - (r, v)a, - (Ji, v)r~] = 0 (4.4) 
i=1 
for all vEH~(O). For any i=  1,2 ... .  ,N, let H~(Oi) := {vEHI(O,): vl~nr~ =0 if 5 M FD#O}. The 
above equation motivates us to seek q E L2(O) such that qi := qla, satisfies the following problem. 
Prob lem 4.1. Find qi E L2(Qi) such that for all v E H~(Oi) 
(qi, ~7"V)a~ = (r, v)o, + (di, v)r~, i :  1,2,... ,N. (4.5) 
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Since v C H~(f2) implies that via ` E H~(I2~), we see that any solution to Problem 4.1 is a solution 
to Problem 3.2. Furthermore, if F/N FD = 0, (4.5) is a Neumann problem, and it has a solution if 
the compatibility condition 
f r J idF+~ordO=O (4.6) 
is satisfied. Because any q such that qi satisfies (4.5) is a solution to Problem 3.2, and thus satisfies 
(3.9) and (3.11), we seek a particular q which is locally irrotational, i.e. there exists a scalar function 
~b~ E HDI(O~) such that qi = ~Tq~i for all i=  1,2,. . . ,N. Thus, for this special case, Problem 4.1 can be 
restated as 
Problem 4.2. Find qSi EHI(f2, -) such that for all vEHI(f2~) 
B(qS~,v)=(r,v)o, +(J , ,v ) r ,  i=  1,2,... ,N, (4.7) 
with B(.,.) a bilinear form defined by 
B(v,w) = (V'v, V'w)a, Vv, w E H~(Oi). (4.8) 
For any i, if F, fq FD = 0, then (4.7) is a Neumann problem which has a solution provided that 
(4.6) is satisfied. If part of F/ is on Fo, Problem 4.2 has a unique solution q~i satisfying ~ilr, nro = 0. 
In both cases V'q6i is uniquely determined although ~bi itself may not be unique. The following 
theorem shows that the gradient of a solution to Problem 4.2 minimises the L2-norm of all solutions 
to Problem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let qi and d& be solutions to Problem 4.1 and Problem 4.2, respectively. Then we 
have 
IIXT b;ll0,a, IIq, ll0,oi, i :  1,2, . . . ,g.  (4.9) 
Proof. From (4.7) and (4.5) we have 
[I ~7(Dill0~,~, -- (r, v)ai q- (J/, v)r, = (q,, ~7dpi)o.a, <~ Ilqillo,~, II ~7~,110.~,. 
Thus, (4.9) follows from this. [] 
Therefore, instead of solving Problem 4.1 we can also solve Problem 4.2 for ~b~, and V'qSi will 
give a tighter upper bound for Ilell than any other solution to Problem 4.1. 
We may also define a problem similar to Problem 4.2 such that all local problems have Neumann 
boundary conditions. Since the jump on FD is arbitrary, we choose 6(dUh/dn)e, = 0 if E~ E OD and 
the splitting of the jump on edges in OD to be the same as the one for edges in ON given in (4.3). 
Thus we define 
Problem 4.3. Find ~bi cHl(Oi) such that for all v cHI(~2i) 
B(dpi, v):(r,v)o, +(di, v)r~, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  N, (4.10) 
with B the bilinear form defined in (4.8). 
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For each i = 1,2,... ,N, Problem 4.3 is solvable provided that (4.6) is satisfied. Because H~(f2i)C 
Hi(g2;), it is easy to see that if ~b* is a solution to Problem 4.3, then q~* satisfies (4.7) and q* := V'~b* 
satisfies (4.5) for all v E HI(Oi). Let q* be the function such that q*l~,--q*- Then q* is a solution 
to Problem 3.2 with H~(f2) replaced by Hi(g2). As commented at the end of the previous section, 
this q* also provides an upper error bound for [lell through Theorem 3.1 or 3.2. Now it is apparent 
that Theorem 4.1 still holds for tk* and solutions to Problem 4.1 with HI(O~) replaced by Hl(~2i). 
If we let ~i be the solution to Problem 4.2, then we expect hat qS* provides a tighter upper bound 
for Ilell than ~bi. This is because, by Theorem 4.1, ~b* is the minimiser in H1(£2i) while ~bi is the 
minimiser in the subspace Hl(f2i) of Hl(f2i). 
5. Approximation of the upper error bound 
In the previous ections we showed that the error [lell can be bounded by the weighted L2-norm of 
the gradient of a solution to Problem 4.2 or 4.3. However these problems can not be solved exactly 
except for some special cases. Therefore we look for approximations to Problem 4.2 or Problem 4.3. 
This in turn gives approximate upper error bounds for Ilell. Both of the local problems are solvable 
when the boundary condition Ji is properly determined. Since a set {j.}N satisfying (4.3) and (4.6) 
is far from unique, computationally we seek the solution with the minimum L2-norm. For detail of 
this discussion we refer to [13]. We now concentrate on the approximation of Problem 4.2. All the 
following results hold for the approximation of Problem 4.3. 
For i---- 1,2,... ,N, let S ff+q C HI(Qi)AC°(-Qi) be a piecewise infinitely smooth finite element space 
with h. ~< h and q >/0 an integer. Obviously, SP~ -q can be an h-, p- or h-p-version refinement of 
the space SiP, h:=Sfflfi. Using this space we define the following Galerkin problem. 
Problem 5.1. Find dPi, h. C Siff~ q such that for all Vh. C SiP, +q 
B(flPi, h.,Vh.)=(r, vh.)~i + (Ji, vh.)r~, i= 1,2,...,N, (5.1) 
where B(-,-) is the bilinear form defined by (4.8). 
Using the standard argument i is easy to show that 
)1/: ( )1/: 
11 7( i- ChP+q-1 ~i=1 I~bgl~+q'~' (5.2) 
where C > 0 is a constant, independent of h. and ~bi. This estimate also holds if ~)i,h. is replaced 
by the SP~-q-interpolant of qS;. Now, if we use the solution ~b;,h. of Problem 5.1 to evaluate the right 
side of (3.9) or (3.11), then some new errors are introduced because qbi.h, does not solve Problem 
3.2 exactly. The following theorem shows that the error due to the approximation of Problem 4.2 by 
Problem 5.1 is of an higher order, and thus gives computable rror bounds for Ilell corresponding 
to Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, respectively. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let e be the solution to Problem 2.3, and let d?i and ¢~,h. be the solutions to 
Problem 4.2 and Problem 5.1, respectively. Then we have 
Ilell < K1/2(qbi, h.) jr_ ChP+q-1 l¢,[2+q,a, ~ lel2+q,a, , (5.3) 
i=1 i=1 
where C > 0 is a constant, independent o f  h . ,  e, ¢i and e, and 
N 
IC(¢~.h.) = ~ (E-' v'¢~.,., ~'¢,.~. ) 
i=, 
or 
N 
K(¢i,h.) = Y~ [(EV¢~,h., V¢~,h. ) + MI I ( / -  E)V¢;,h. Iio]. 
i=1 
Here M and I are the same as those in Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. Let C be a generic positive constant, independent of h., ¢~ and e, and qh. E L2([2) be a 
vector-valued function such that 
I(qh., We) - R( f  ,9, Uh, e)l = 
(5.4) 
ela,. Using the same technique for the deduction of (4.4) we have 
.__~1 [B(4~i,h.,e) -- (r,e)a, -- (J,-, e)r,l 
N 
= ~ [B(¢i,h.,e -- e:) -- (r,e -- e : )a  -- ( J ,e  - e~)r] 
= i=~ B(¢,.h. - ¢, ,e - e[) 
N 
< ~ IIV(¢;,h.-¢,)llo, o, l lV(e-e[ ) ) l lo ,  o, 
i=1 
~< ~ IIV'(¢;,h._ ¢;)ll2,a, 1/2 ~ IlV'(e-e/)ll2,t~, 
i=1 i=1 
< Ch~ p+q-1) I¢,1,+0,~, Y] lel~+,,~, • 
i=1 i=1 
qh.ta, = ~7¢i,h., i=  1,2,...,N. 
Since qh. E L2(Q) we have that it satisfies (3.10) and (3.12). For both cases we have 
Ilell 2 < g(¢,,h.) - 2[(qh., We) - R( f ,9 ,  Uh, e)]. 
Let e[ be the Sff+q-interpolant of 
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In the above we used (5.1), (4.7), (5.2) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Combining the above 
with (5.4) we obtain 
Ilell 2 ~ g(~)i,h.)+Ch2, (p+q-l) [~)i[2+q,12iZ [ lp+q,~2i 
i=1 i=l  
1/2( t~i,h, ) _~_ Chp+q-1 2 e 2 i it,+q,o, E Lip+q o, 
i=1 i=1 
Taking square root on both sides of the above we obtain (5.3). [] 
Theorem 5.1 shows that the computed bound K(tki, h. ) for [[eLI is only an approximation to the 
upper error bound defined by any exact solution to Problem 4.2. The error of this computable upper 
bound is of order h p+q-1. Since Hell itself is of order h p-l, it is essential to choose either h, <h 
or q>0,  or both so that the last term on the right-hand side of (5.3) is of a higher order than 
that of Ilell. 
Finally we comment that there are some other methods for the approximation of the local problems. 
For example, the strong form corresponding to (4.5) can be approximated by the method proposed 
in [7] on a rectangular mesh. For details we refer to [7]. 
6. Numerical results 
To verify the theoretical results established in the previous section some numerical experiments 
were carried out. All computations were performed in double precision on a Unix workstation. 
The test problem is chosen to be the following. 
Test: _~7. (~7u - bu)= f in ~=(0,1) 2, 
u=0 onF=0f2 ,  
with b = (1, 1 ) and the exact solution 
u =xy(1 - e(X-1)/~)(1 - e(Y-l)/~). 
The right-hand side function is 
f =x(1 - e(X-l~/~)(1 + e (y-1)/~) + y(1 - e(y-1)/~)(1 + e~X-1)/~). 
This problem has two boundary layers along x = 1 and y = 1. From (2.12) it is easy to see that if 
u is a solution to the test problem, then the liull is identical to the energy norm [[ulle , and both 
of these are identical to the norm x/-~llV'ull0 on H~(f2). This is because 7 -b=d=0 and Fn=0.  
The solution domain I2 is covered by a 20 × 20 uniform square mesh (h= 1/19). The space S p 
is chosen to be the conforming finite element space constructed using the conventional piecewise 
bilinear basis functions on this square mesh. Now, the test problem is first solved by the non- 
conforming finite element method proposed by [8] on the mesh, and then the SP-interpolant of the 
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solution from the non-conforming finite element method is used as an approximate solution Uh to 
the test problem in S ft. The error e for the numerical solution uh from the non-conforming finite 
element method is given by (cf. [8]) 
hl/Z]lel[1,h ~ C Ifll.hh 1/2, 
where C is a positive constant which equals the minimum value of the projections of b on the edges 
of the mesh, f=eV 'u -  bu is the flux, Ilelll,h is a discrete analogue of the Hi-norm lit'ell0 and 
1" [1,h is a discrete first order seminorm. (We may regard h~/211.11~,h as  an e-independent energy norm 
on HI (~) . )  This gives Ilelll,h ~< Clfl,,h. Although theoretically this error bound still depends on e 
through the term [flu,h, the numerical results in [9] demonstrate that the hm-order convergence is
independent of e, at least when e << h. Also, because b = (1, 1 ) and the edges are all parallel to one 
of the coordinate axes, we have that C= 1 in the above estimate. Thus we choose M= 1 in (3.11) 
for all the relevant results below. 
To solve the local complementary problem Problem 4.2 or 4.3. We first find J i( i= 1,2, . . . ,N)  
such that the compatibility condition (4.6) is satisfied for all i=  1,2, . . . ,N.  Since the number of 
edges is greater than the number of elements, there are infinite sets of J~ satisfying (4.5). So, com- 
putationally we look for the one with minimum Euclidean norm. This is achieved by applying the 
LSQR algorithm proposed in [12] to this case. For details of this discussion we refer to [13]. After 
the determination of &, we solve Problem 5.1 for an approximation to Problem 4.2 as follows: 
Each element is divided into 4 x 4 sub-elements and the finite element space S/, p+q in Problem 5.1 
is chosen to be the span of the conventional 4-node bilinear elements on this refined mesh. In 
this case we have that p = 2, q = 0 and h, = h/4. All the integrals in the finite element method are 
approximated by the 9-point Gauss quadrature rule in each element. The norm [ [u-  Uhll has to 
be evaluated with care when e is small. This is because when e << 1, the Gauss quadrature points 
in an element containing part of a boundary layer may all be outside of the layer. In this case, 
the numerical value of [[u - Uhl] may be much smaller than the exact one. We avoid this by di- 
viding the element into two (or three for the element containing the comer (1,1)) sub-elements 
such that one (or two) sub-element has a width (or/and height) of 4e (recall that the widths of 
boundary layers of the Test are of O(e) order). Table 1 is a list of the values of the exact norm 
Ilu- e~ll, the computed upper bounds for Ilu- ehll from (3.11) using both Problems 4.2 and 4.3 
and the effectivity index 7 (ratio of the estimated to the true error) for different values of e. From 
this table we see that the computed error bounds are tight except for the case that e/h ~ O(1), 
and always over-estimate he true error, as proved in the previous sections. It is also seen that the 
solution to Problem 4.3 gives tighter upper error bound than that of Problem 4.2, as commented 
before. 
Table 2 is a list of the exact energy norms, the error bounds and the effectivity indices for 
different values of e computed using (3.9) and Problem 4.3. From this table we see that (3.9) gives 
unpractically wide bounds when e is small. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented an a posteriori error estimator for approximations of a singularly per- 
turbed advection-diffusion equation in a conforming finite element space. Based on a complementary 
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Table 1 
Results from (3.9) using approximations to both Problems 4.2 and 4.3 
II u - Uh l] Computed error bound 
1 5.47e-3 6.00e-3 a 1.10 a 
8.02e-3 b 1.47 b 
10-1 8.00e-2 5.08e- 1 6.35 
5.43e- 1 6.79 
10 -2 4.50e-1 1.21 2.69 
1.42 3.16 
10 -3 5.47e-1 1.21 2.21 
1.43 2.61 
10 -4  5.54e- 1 1.21 2.19 
1.42 2.57 
10 -5 5.55e-1 1.21 2.18 
1.42 2.57 
10 -6 5.55e-1 1.21 2.18 
1.42 2.57 
a From approximations to Problem 4.3. 
b From approximations to Problem 4.2. 
Table 2 
Results from (3.9) using approximations to Problem 4.3 
I lu -  Uhll Computed error bound 7 
1 5.47e-3 6.00e-3 1.10 
10-1 8.00e-2 8.79e- 1 10.99 
10 -2 4.50e- 1 14.54 32.30 
10 -3 5.47e- 1 46.49 85.06 
10 -4  5.54e- 1 147.03 256.27 
10-5 5.55e- 1 464.95 837.55 
10 -6 5.55e-1 1470.30 2648.16 
var iat ional  pr inciple,  we showed that the error in a norm equivalent  o the natural  energy norm is 
bounded by  the sum o f  the we ighted L2-norms o f  solut ions to a set o f  independent  var iat ional  
prob lems,  each def ined on on ly  one element.  These local  p rob lems can be so lved numer ica l ly  by  a 
finite e lement  method on a ref ined mesh o f  the original.  It was shown that the numer ica l  solut ions 
o f  the local var iat ional  p rob lems define an approx imate  upper  error bound which  differs f rom the 
theoret ical  upper  error bound by  a h igher  order term than the true error. Numer ica l  results, presented 
to val idate the method,  showed that the computed  error bounds are t ight and a lways over -est imate 
the true errors. 
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